Task Summary – choose just one to hand in

This page is available in the Blackboard web site. It is also stored as a document in EdShare, and there are links to that document from the weekly activities pages and from the portfolio summary page.

In addition to handing in the portfolio you are requested to submit one further piece of evidence of your engagement with the course. You can choose from a selection of activities, all of which are relevant to the broader objectives of the module.

Each week there are many different resources that you are asked to look at or read and review. In addition there are a few specific tasks, designed to help you practice thinking that will contribute to the portfolio.

You are asked to select one of the suggested tasks that you submit alongside your portfolio. This page summarises those tasks. It identifies which week the task was set, because the task was set in the context of that week’s activities. You need to understand that the learning materials have been structured in manner that builds your understanding each week.

In order to make the best advantage of the learning, you are strongly advised to complete each week’s set of activities in order, allowing time between activities for informal learning to emerge and for your understanding to become more developed.

Some people will find that individual thinking and planning followed by talking things over with fellow students will help in this process. Others will want to complete activities alone.

You will already be familiar with these tasks and the progress if you have followed the weekly schedule as outlined in Blackboard [http://www.blackboard.soton.ac.uk/]

Tasks week by week

There are many different tasks which you will need to complete each week. They include videos to watch, resources to read, web sites to visit, independent study of your own choice, and personal reflections to undertake. You are advised to think about draft and refine your portfolio. The tasks you can hand in are listed below

**NB** You are advised to follow the weekly overview to understand the context for each task

---

**Week 1**
The activities in week 1 were all foundational. There is nothing from this week that you can submit as an addition to your portfolio.

It is worth noting however, that the activity in week 2 relies on you having completed the activities from week 1. In fact all activities in week 1 could be considered as essential, and, unsurprisingly, were designed to set the context for Part 3 of Routes to Success.

---

**Week 2**
Reflect on your own motivation in the context of what you understood from the YouTube view from the RSA on Dan Pink’s talk entitled Drive. There is a structured document asking you questions to complete this task. [http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12205/](http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12205/) **You can choose to submit this task.**

---

**Week 3**
This week’s task was private, there is no need for you to submit it. It is suggested that you use the model of what, so what, now what to structure your reflections in the portfolio. The task practices that in an informal way. However, some of the week 4 tasks, which you may submit, build on this, so it may well be worth doing. [http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12263/](http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12263/)
Week 4
There are a number of tasks this week. By now you will be more focussed on submitting the portfolio but you should also be developing a clearer understanding of what the reflections actually mean to you in the context of the foundation year.

Even though you may have be asked to do reflective exercises previously in education or employment, we ask you to look at this activity with a fresh pair of eyes.

Embarking on a University degree is an ambitious decision; we want you to do everything possible to ensure that the experience is enjoyable and rewarding for you. Making sure you understand how and why you are learning, being conscious of the choices you have made and are making is really important.

Use the What->So What?->Now What? structure to explore and evaluate the relative strengths of the example reflections. You can choose from two different examples. Here is the link to the guidance notes and resources for this activity. **You can choose to submit this task.** [http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12319/](http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12319/)

Use the What->So What-> Now What? structure in a concrete way to address a particular problem which you are facing. It could be related to the module, or it could be something in your wider university career. **You can choose to submit this task.** [http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12373/](http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12373/)

Student Generated Content: you could choose two different types of contribution. **Individually:** there may be a particularly useful or helpful book, film, podcast or video or audio that you have found. Use the template linked here to identify that item and provide a brief description about what it covers and why you think it is useful. Use the student resource recommendation template. **You can choose to submit this task.** [http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12374/](http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12374/)

**As a small group:** You were asked to look at the (rather old and distinctly US centric) vision of students today. Produce a short video that explains life for students today for the Foundation Year. This might be generally looking at technology, or it might look at the situation of mature students or international students, or any other focussed perspective which you think is important. Complete the template to provide a link to the resource and briefly explain the content and rational for the resource. **You can choose to submit this task.** [http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12375/](http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12375/)

---

Week 5
Peer review: take part in a peer review following the suggested structure (one to one or small circle). Any discussion and changes which have resulted are private, but you can submit a completed the template, linked here that explains in general terms how you went about the peer review and what the outcomes were for you as an individual. **You can choose to submit this task.** [http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12379/](http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12379/)

Week 6
Revise your work individually

Week 7
Hand in completed portfolio

Week’s 8-9
Individual Interviews (Engineering Foundation Year)

Week 10
Individual Interviews (Science Foundation Year)

There is an EdShare which contains links to all of the tasks [http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12372/](http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/12372/)